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Oral manifestations serve as
potential signs of ulcerative
colitis: A review

Chunyu Li, Yuqi Wu, Yulang Xie, You Zhang, Sixin Jiang,
Jiongke Wang, Xiaobo Luo* and Qianming Chen*

State Key Laboratory of Oral Diseases, National Clinical Research Center for Oral Diseases, Chinese
Academy of Medical Sciences Research Unit of Oral Carcinogenesis and Management, West China
Hospital of Stomatology, Sichuan University, Chengdu, China
As an immune dysregulation-related disease, although ulcerative colitis (UC)

primarily affects the intestinal tract, extraintestinal manifestations of the disease

are evident, particularly in the oral cavity. Herein, we have reviewed the various

oral presentations, potential pathogenesis, and treatment of oral lesions related

to UC. The oral manifestations of UC include specific and nonspecific

manifestations, with the former including pyostomatitis vegetans and the

latter encompassing recurrent aphthous ulcers, atrophic glossitis, burning

mouth syndrome, angular cheilitis, dry mouth, taste change, halitosis, and

periodontitis. Although the aetiology of UC has not been fully determined, the

factors leading to its development include immune system dysregulation,

dysbiosis, and malnutrition. The principle of treating oral lesions in UC is to

relieve pain, accelerate the healing of lesions, and prevent secondary infection,

and the primary procedure is to control intestinal diseases. Systemic

corticosteroids are the preferred treatment options, besides, topical and

systemic administration combined with dietary guidance can also be applied.

Oral manifestations of UC might accompany or precede the diagnosis of UC,

albeit with the absence of intestinal symptoms; therefore, oral lesions,

especially pyostomatitis vegetans, recurrent aphthous ulcer and periodontitis,

could be used as good mucocutaneous signs to judge the occurrence and

severity of UC, thus facilitating the early diagnosis and treatment of UC and

avoiding severe consequences, such as colon cancer.

KEYWORDS

ulcerative colitis, inflammatory bowel disease, oral manifestation, immune
dysfunction, pyostomatitis vegetans
Introduction

Ulcerative colitis (UC) is a chronic inflammatory disease of the gastrointestinal tract.

Along with Crohn’s disease (CD), UC is one major type of the inflammatory bowel

disease (IBD) family. Although its aetiology has not been completely determined, the

factors contributing to disease development include genetic predisposition,
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environmental factors, immune system dysregulation, dysbiosis,

and malnutrition (1, 2), of which immune dysfunction ranks as

one of the most dominant aetiologies. Numerous studies have

suggested that ulcerative colitis is a modified T-helper (Th) 2

disease, in which the innate immune system initiates the

inflammatory events, with the adaptive immune system

perpetuating the inflammatory cascade (3, 4). Similarly,

another study has reported the differences in mucosal and

systemic immune profiles between early and late stage disease

in patients with active UC (5). Specifically, a transition from a

Th1- to a Th2-driven state is revealed in the intestine of patients

with UC in the late stage of disease (5).

The highest reported annual incidences of UC are 24.3, 19.2

and 6.3 per 100 000 persons in Europe, North America, and Asia

together with the Middle East (6), respectively. The female-to-

male ratio ranges from 0.51 to 1.58 for the incidence of UC,

suggesting that the diagnosis of UC is not sex-specific (6). The

peak age in most UC studies was between 20 and 40 years of age,

with 51.1% of studies reporting the highest incidences of UC

among people aged 20–29 years (6). The current mortality rate

of patients with UC is close to or slightly higher than that of the

general population (7, 8), implying the potential threat of UC.

Moreover, patients with long-term UC are more likely to

develop colorectal cancer than healthy controls (9). The more

extensive and active the disease, the poorer the prognosis in

patients with UC (10).

Common clinical features of UC consist of abdominal pain,

diarrhoea, rectal bleeding, and other gastrointestinal symptoms

(11). Currently, the diagnosis of UC is based on typical clinical

symptoms and histological and endoscopic evidences (12),

among which colonoscopy combined with biopsy is regarded

as the gold standard. Specifically, endoscopy might reveal

ulceration, exudate, fragility, granular mucosa, and loss of a

typical vascular pattern (13, 14). However, patients with early

intestinal discomfort might not be willing to undergo endoscopy.

Other than these frequent symptoms of the gastrointestinal tract,

6–40% of patients suspected of having IBD might also present

with various extraintestinal manifestations. Notably, the

occurrence of extraintestinal manifestations may precede the

ultimate diagnosis of IBD (15–18).

A substantial proportion of patients with UC may exhibit

lesions within the oral cavity and perioral skin, which can occur

prior to, or parallel with UC activity (18). Lesions in the oral

cavity harbour innate superiority over other sites for the early

detection of UC. First, oral lesions are easy to observe and

examine, thus facilitating the early diagnosis of the intestinal

disease; second, some oral lesions related to UC that require

pathological diagnosis, such as pyostomatitis vegetans (PSV),

exhibit the advantage of being observation-intuitive and biopsy-

convenient compared with other sites (19). Thus, oral

manifestations could serve as good cutaneous signs of the

disease severity of UC, and recognition of these signs could

contribute to the early detection of IBD (20). This article reviews
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the various oral presentations, potential pathogenesis, and

treatment of oral lesions related to UC, providing guidance for

clinicians in managing, diagnosing, and treating these

challenging oral manifestations.
Oral manifestations of UC

UC may be characterised by a series of specific and

nonspecific oral lesions, as described in detail below (Table 1).

Specific oral lesions
Pyostomatitis vegetans is a rare chronic mucocutaneous

inflammatory disease associated with IBD and remarkably

associated with UC. Thus, PSV is regarded as a highly specific

marker of UC (27, 31). Lourenço et al. reported that one patient

who was initially diagnosed with mild colitis accompanied by

PSV, had typical features of UC on colonoscopy 2 years later

(20). A recent study indicated that the subsequent onset of PSV

was observed in a patient with UC upon aggravation of

gastrointestinal symptoms, suggesting that PSV may indicate

active or aggravated UC (32). Moreover, a patient with active UC

presented with PSV after receiving an initial coronavirus disease

2019 (COVID-19) vaccination, implying the potential

immunological link between the onset of PSV and UC, which

might have been triggered by the vaccination (33).

As for the clinical characteristics, PSV tends to be more

prevalent in patients aged between 20 and 59 years, among

which men have a higher incidence than women (34, 35).

Distinct clinical manifestations of PSV include miliary

abscesses and pustular lesions, with white or yellow contents

accompanied by erythematous and oedematous mucosal bases.

Pustular lesions are prone to rupture, resulting in erosions and a

characteristic ulceration resembling the morphology of the ‘snail

track’ (31, 36, 37). Oral lesions predominantly involve the lips,

gingiva, and buccal mucosa, although pustules may occur in the

entire oral cavity (Figure 1). Patients may experience fever,

localised pain, or enlarged and tender submandibular lymph

nodes (38). In addition, the principal histological features of PSV

are intraepithelial and subepithelial microabscesses,

accompanied by infiltration of neutrophils and eosinophils.

Furthermore, hyperkeratosis, acanthosis, and focal acantholysis

may be present (20, 35).

The diagnosis of PSV is based on clinical manifestations,

including concurrent IBD, peripheral eosinophilia, and

histological characteristics (20, 38). Although the pathogenesis

of PSV is undetermined, it is hypothesised that the abnormal

immune response to unidentified factors or the presence of

cross-reactive antigens in the bowel and skin leads to these

secondary mucocutaneous manifestations (38). In general, PSV

can resolve if the underlying UC is sufficiently controlled;

however, topical corticosteroids or tacrolimus ointment can be

applied to oral lesions (19, 39, 40).
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Nonspecific oral lesions
Patients with active UC may be at a higher risk of

experiencing more oral diseases that negatively affect their

quality of life than those without active UC (41). Nonspecific

oral lesions in UC are observed to be more prevalent than

specific lesions (37), including recurrent aphthous ulcer (RAU),

atrophic glossitis (AG), burning mouth syndrome (BMS),

angular cheilitis (AC), dry mouth, taste change, halitosis,

and periodontitis.

Recurrent aphthous ulcer

The most common oral mucosal lesions which occur in

patients with UC are RAU (42, 43). The clinical manifestations

of RAU associated with UC appear to be similar to those of RAU

in the general population. It is characterised by the recurrence of

one or more shallow round or ovoid ulcers with clear

boundaries, surrounded by red and slightly raised margins,

and covered by yellow or white pseudomembranes. Ulcers are

usually painful and affect mastication as well as speech (31).

Recurrent aphthous ulcers tends to involve the buccal mucosa,

labial mucosa, tongue, soft palate, and other non-masticatory

mucosa (44).

Currently, three clinical presentations of RAU are

recognised: minor, major, and herpetiform, of which the

minor type is the most frequent type found in patients with

UC, presenting as small and superficial round or oval ulcers that

are similar to the ulcers in the colon (45–47).
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Scholars have reached controversial conclusions regarding

the association between RAU and UC. One study reported that

the frequency of RAU in 105 patients with UC, aged from 17 to

82 years, was 18.1% among those with extraintestinal

manifestations, and 27.8% of patients were diagnosed with

RAU before the diagnosis of IBD among those presenting with

oral manifestations (18). Similarly, another team have showed

that the frequency of aphthous ulcers in 50 patients with UC was

20% (42). Another study reported that the frequency of oral

manifestations among 119 patients with UC, aged from 19 to 77

years, was 29.4%, and 15.1% of patients were diagnosed as RAU,

accounting for more than half of the oral manifestations (48).

Besides, Khozeimeh and colleagues showed that RAU could

appear 1–3 years before the diagnosis of UC (48). Furthermore,

Habashneh et al. pointed out that the incidence of deep oral

ulceration in patients with UC was markedly higher than in

participants without UC (p=0.004) (49). Moreover, Laranjeira

et al. found that 35.3% of patients complained about the

occurrence of RAU within the active stage of IBD, compared

with 4.2% in the remissive phase of IBD (50). Similarly, the

exacerbation of RAU was reported during UC recurrence (36);

Elahi et al. found the frequency of RAU in patients with severe

UC was 46%, 18% in patients with moderate UC, and 5% in

patients with mild UC (42). All studies suggested that the

assessment of RAU severity might be employed as an indicator

of UC relapse and recurrence. However, a few studies have not

shown a significant relationship between UC disease activity and
TABLE 1 Specific and nonspecific oral manifestations in patients with UC.

Oral
diseases

Manifestations Disease
specificity

Treatment

Pyostomatitis
vegetans

Miliary abscess and pustular lesions with white or yellow
contents
Erythematous and edematous mucosal base
“Snail track” ulcers

Specific Drug therapy: Topical antiseptic mouthwashes (chlorhexidine),
corticosteroids (triamcinolone acetonide paste or betamethasone mouthwash),
systemic steroid therapy (21, 22)

Recurrent
aphthous
ulcer

Recurrent bouts of one or more shallow, rounded, or
ovoid painful ulcers
Clear boundaries, red and slightly raised margin, and
covered by yellow or white pseudomembrane
Minor RAU are the most common type in UC

Not specific Drug therapy: Topical steroids, antiseptic mouthwash, nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory pastes (23)
Non-drug therapy: Laser therapy (24)

Atrophic
glossitis

Glossy tongue appearance with red background
Painful, burning sensation of oral mucosa and dry mouth

Not specific Drug therapy: Vitamin and iron supplements (25)

Burning
mouth
syndrome

Burning sensation of the oral mucosa
Dry mouth and taste disturbances

Not specific Drug therapy: Anticonvulsants, antidepressants, phytomedicines, saliva
substitute (26)
Non-drug therapy: Food supplements, lower-level laser therapy, transcranial
magnetic stimulation, oral appliances, cognitive behavioural therapy (26)

Angular
cheilitis

Erythema, scaling, rhagades, ulcerations, and crusting of
the lip corners along with the adjacent skin

Not specific Drug therapy: Vitamin supplements, 5-ASA mouthwashes, topical steroids
(1% hydrocortisone), intra-lesional steroids (27)

Taste change Taste change Not specific Drug therapy: Iron, zinc, or vitamin supplements (28)

Halitosis Halitosis Not specific Drug therapy: Topical mouthwash (29)
Non-drug therapy: Tongue brushing (29)

Periodontitis More severe gingival bleeding, fewer teeth, greater pocket
probing depth, and higher frequency of sites with clinical
attachment loss

Not specific Drug therapy: Antibiotics (30)
Non-drug therapy: Supragingival scaling and root planning, periodontal
surgery (30)
UC, Ulcerative colitis; RAU, Recurrent aphthous ulcer; ASA, aminosalicylic acid.
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RAU frequency (16, 41); for instance, one study found that the

frequency of RAU in patients with active UC was 4.1%, while

that in patients with inactive UC was 3%,with no statistical

difference indicated (16). Another research implied that the

frequency of RAU in patients with active UC was 21.4%, while

that in patients with inactive UC was 29.7%, with no statistical

difference suggested (41). More well-designed multi-centre

studies are warranted to validate the association between RAU

and UC.

Other oral mucosal lesions associated with
ulcerative colitis

Atrophic glossitis or smooth tongue is an atrophic change of

the tongue mucosa which might exhibit a glossy appearance with

a red background, caused by atrophy of the filiform papillae (51).

Histologically, epithelial atrophy and chronic inflammation of

the subepithelial connective tissue are key features of AG (52).

The main symptoms reported in previous research were pain,

burning sensation in the oral mucosa, and dry mouth. Atrophic

glossitis is more common in CD than in UC; and the incidence

of AG in patients with UC along with its association with disease

activity remains unclear (25). Further studies are required to fill

this gap in the field.

Patients with BMS mainly present with a burning sensation

of the oral mucosa, sometimes accompanied by dry mouth, taste
Frontiers in Immunology 04
disturbances, and other discomfort. Usually, the burning

sensation is bilateral, and most commonly involves the tongue,

followed by the labial mucosa and anterior hard palate (53, 54).

Goldinova et al. found that 9.8% of patients with UC suffered

from BMS, compared with an absence of BMS in the control

group without UC. Moreover, BMS was found in 14.3% and

8.1% of patients with UC in active or inactive phase of the

intestinal disease, respectively (41). The authors also

demonstrated that subjective perception of dry mouth is

related to disease activity of UC, while no correlation was

found with the objective salivary secretion rate (41).

Angular cheilitis is characterised by erythema, scaling,

rhagades, ulcerations, and crusting of the lip corners and

adjacent skin (55). Klichowska-Palonka et al. reported that the

incidence of AC in paediatric patients with UC is approximately

12.5% (56). Furthermore, Goldinova and colleagues found that

21.6% of patients with UC had AC, compared with none in the

control group without UC (41). Thus, AC may serve as another

associated condition of UC.

Additionally, Melis et al. reported that patients with IBD had

impaired salty, sweet, bitter, umami, and fat tastes but an

increased sour taste (28). Elahi et al. found that 40% of

patients with UC presented with taste change, while 68% of

patients with UC had halitosis, which demonstrated a

statistically significantly difference from the control set (42).
FIGURE 1

Typical clinical features of one patient with PSV in our clinic. Widespread yellow or white pustular lesions as well as its secondary ulcers were
observed on the palate (A), the labial gingivae (B), the anterior floor of mouth (C), and the lower lip (D) of the patient. PSV,
Pyostomatitis vegetans.
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Katz et al. included 20 patients with UC, 10 of whom were in the

active disease stage. The incidence of halitosis was notably higher

in the active UC group than in the control group (50% versus

10%) (57). Additionally, another study indicated that in the

presence of the perinuclear antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody,

immunoglobulins A and G, anti-Saccharomyces cerevisiae

antibodies, antibodies to Escherichia coli outer membrane

porin C, anti-flagellin antibody, fragments of Pseudomonas

fluorescens bacterial DNA, and other serological immune

markers (58), further investigation with colonoscopy might be

prompted to exclude the diagnosis of IBD.

Periodontitis

Periodontitis is one of the most common oral diseases that is

closely related to systemic diseases; which is inseparable from

systemic and local immune dysregulation (59). To date, various

studies have demonstrated inconsistent results on the

relationship between periodontitis and the occurrence of UC.

Four meta-analyses revealed that, compared to healthy

controls, patients with UC were significantly more likely to

experience periodontitis, have fewer teeth, greater pocket

probing depth, and higher frequency of sites with clinical

attachment loss (CAL) >3mm (60–63). Habashneh et al.

highlighted that patients with UC had more severe and

significantly higher risk of developing periodontitis than

patients without IBD (49). Another study found that,

compared with healthy control subjects, IBD patients exhibited

more severe gingival bleeding (p<0.01), periodontitis (p=0.04)

and higher CAL (p<0.01) (64). Vavricka et al. had reached

similar conclusions. Moreover, IBD, as a spectrum of diseases,

is also regarded as a significant risk factor for periodontitis

(OR=3.35) (65). Koutsochristou et al. reported that there was an

increased incidence of periodontal disease in children and

adolescents with IBD, although the oral hygiene indicators

were comparable to controls (66).

Contrastingly, Grössner et al. found no significant

differences regarding the periodontal findings for patients with

or without IBD (67). Tan et al. reported that, compared with

non-IBD patients, the DPSI (Dutch Periodontal Screening

Index) scores were not significantly increased in UC

patients (68).

Taken together, the manifestations of PSV, RAU, AG, BMS,

AC, dry mouth, taste change, halitosis and periodontitis may

serve as a clue to the diagnosis of UC (18, 20, 25, 41, 42, 56, 61);

Among these, RAU and periodontitis might serve as a strong

sign of latent UC through assessing these relevant studies using

Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and

Evaluation (GRADE) standard (69), and PSV, as a rare disease,

may represent the relatively specific sign of UC to some extent

(Table 2). Therefore, when patients present with these oral

manifestations, they should be screened for UC by enquiring

specifically about potential UC-related gastrointestinal
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symptoms upon history-taking. If necessary, relevant

antibodies tests, and endoscopy as well as biopsy should be

considered by gastroenterologists to determine the presence of

UC and potential intestinal cancer.
Pathogenesis

The exact pathologic mechanism of the oral manifestations

associated with UC is still uncharacterised but is potentially

related to dysbiosis, immune system dysregulation, and

malnutrition (Figure 2).

Dysbiosis
Several studies have indicated a possible correlation between

dysbiosis of the gut, and oral microbiota, with the latter causing

UC-related oral manifestations. Said et al. have demonstrated

that oral dysbiosis, manifesting as a relative abundance of

Streptococcus, Haemophilus, Prevotella, and Veillonella in

the oral cavity, was closely related to the inflammatory

response triggered by lower saliva lysozyme and increased

interleukin (IL)-1b levels which might be related to dysbiosis

of the gut microbiota (70). In addition, Xun et al. found that

Streptococcus, Corynebacterium, Lautropia, Acinetobacter,

and Cardiobacterium were observably enriched in the oral

cavity of UC patients, while Anaerovorax, Porphyromonas,

Prevotella, Catonella, Oribacterium, and Peptostreptococcus

were significantly eliminated in the oral cavity of these

patients. Simultaneously, their study also showed that the

biosynthesis and transport of substances that enhance

oxidative stress and virulence, bacterial violence, enzyme

families activity, and the frequency of apoptosis in the oral

region were increased in patients with UC, thus suggesting that

the presence of both oral dysbiosis and functional disorders

might be associated with UC (71).

With regards to oral dysbiosis, Molinero et al. found that

Proteobacteria and Neisseriaceae in the saliva were higher in the

UC group, while Peptostreptococcaceae , Atopobiaceae ,

Lachnospiraceae, and Ruminococcaceae were significantly

reduced. They also reported that the Staphylococcus species

and its four differential species or phylotypes were only

present in UC patients, and not in the control group (72).

Further, changes in salivary lysozyme levels may be associated

with gut dysbiosis and is responsible for the resulting

periodontitis (73). Therefore, the secondary inflammatory

responses induced by UC play a critical role in the

development of oral manifestations such as periodontitis (74).

Additionally, the resemblance between oral and gut

microbiota might be another factor bridging UC and oral

lesions. One study demonstrated that Enterobacteriaceae

residing in saliva, particularly Klebsiella, were considered as

potent Th1 inducers in the gut that might trigger pathogenic
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immune responses during ectopic intestinal colonisation (75).

The inflammatory state of IBD may render the intestine more

permissive to aerotolerant oral-derived bacteria than a steady-

state intestine, and the continuous colonisation of oral bacteria

may contribute to intestinal microbiota dysbiosis and chronic

inflammation, thus intensifying the UC. Moreover, several

studies have reported that Enterobacteriaceae, including E. coli

and Klebsiella, which mainly appear in the gut, also reside in the

oral cavity of humans (76, 77). Rautava et al. found that dysbiosis

in murine models of colitis was related to changes in the

composition of the bacteria present in saliva and in the oral

cavity. Such changes in the oral microbiota may be related to the

aetiology of the oral mucosal pathologies in patients with IBD

(78). Thus, the oral microbiota may serve as a link between IBD

types such as UC, and the related oral manifestations.

Moreover, intestinal dysbiosis has been reported to cause a

chronic inflammatory state and mucosa-associated lymphatic

tissue (MALT) activation in the intestine, which leads to

extraintestinal pathologies (79–81). On this basis, Cappello
Frontiers in Immunology 06
et al. hypothesised that oral aphthous-like ulcers in patients

with IBD could be the result of concomitant intestinal dysbiosis

and other events, e.g., microtraumas of the oral mucosa (82).

Adjuvant therapy with probiotics has been shown to be effective

in treating aphthous-like ulcers, serving as proof for this

hypothesis (82).

In summary, dysbiosis of microbiota in UC may be

correlated with that in the oral cavity, and secondary

inflammatory responses within the gut might be responsible

for these oral manifestations.

Immune system dysregulation
Several studies have revealed the potential relationship

between UC and the oral presentation. As UC is a chronic and

severe disease, low levels of IL-10 within the body are insufficient

to inhibit the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as

IL-6, tumour necrosis factor (TNF)-a, interferon-g, and IL-17.

Thus, the resultant higher IL-17/IL-10 ratio may be a pivotal

marker of disease severity and progression based on its
TABLE 2 Evaluation of the level of evidence-based medicine of these research findings.

References Oral manifestations Research type GRADE classification

Vavricka 2011 (16) RAU Cohort study Moderate

Vavricka 2015 (18) RAU Cohort study Moderate

Kamal 2020 (19) PSV Case report Very low

Lourenço 2010 (20) PSV Case reports Very low

Zeng 2022 (32) PSV Case report Very low

Hou 2022 (33) PSV Case report Very low

Ruiz-Roca 2005 (35) PSV Case report Very low

Kumar2018 (36) RAU Case-control study Low

Yasuda 2008 (39) PSV Case report Very low

Werchniak 2005 (40) PSV Case report Very low

Goldinova 2020 (41) RAU, BMS, AC, dry mouth Cohort study Low

Elahi 2012 (42) RAU, taste change, halitosis Case-control study Low

Khozeimeh 2021 (48) RAU Cross-sectional study Low

Habashneh 2012 (49) RAU, periodontitis Case-control study Low

Laranjeira 2015 (50) RAU Case-control study Low

Klichowska-Palonka 2021 (56) AC Case-control study Low

Melis 2020 (28) Taste change Case-control study Low

Katz 2003 (57) Halitosis Case-control study Low

She 2020 (60) Periodontitis Meta analysis Moderate

Zhang 2021 (61) Periodontitis Meta analysis Moderate

Lorenzo-Pouso 2021 (62) Periodontitis Meta analysis Moderate

Papageorgiou 2017 (63) Periodontitis Meta analysis Moderate

Schmidt 2018 (64) Periodontitis Case-control study Low

Vavricka 2013 (65) Periodontitis Cohort study Moderate

Koutsochristou 2015 (66) Periodontitis Case-control study Low

Grössner-Schreiber 2006 (67) Periodontitis Case-control study Low

Tan 2021 (68) Periodontitis Case-control study Low
GRADE, Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation; PSV, pyostomatitis vegetans; RAU, Recurrent aphthous ulcer; BMS, burning mouth syndrome; AC,
angular cheilitis.
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association with intestinal and extra-intestinal features (83).

Oral presentations in patients with active UC may be

associated with changes in cytokine activity within the

gastrointestinal tract and the oral cavity (84). For instance,

Said et al. reported elevated salivary levels of IL-6, IL-8, IL-1b,
and monocyte chemoattractant protein (MCP)-1 in patients

with UC (70). Similarly, Aleksandra et al. demonstrated that

patients with UC exhibited higher salivary IL-6 levels (85). Two

studies have shown that the IL-10/STAT3 signalling pathway is

associated with pediatric IBD, and IL-10 receptor (IL-10R) A
Frontiers in Immunology 07
together with IL-10RB mutations, responsible for the abnormal

IL-10/STAT3 cascade, are common in Chinese children with

IBD (86, 87). Engelhardt et al. indicated that IL-10 and IL-10R

deficient patients may display RAU due to mild immunological

abnormalities, including reduced CD4+/CD8+ T-cell ratios and

dysregulated serum immunoglobulin levels (88). Thus, these

studies suggest that IL-10 related immune abnormalities may

explain the initiation of RAU subsequent to UC.

Of note, several dysregulated immune-related cytokines in

saliva or oral cavity, which account for periodontitis, might be
FIGURE 2

Pathogenesis of the oral manifestations associated with UC. UC, Ulcerative colitis; MALT, mucosa-associated lymphatic tissue; MCP, monocyte
chemoattractant protein; IL, interleukin; MMP-8, matrix-metalloproteinase 8; TNF, tumour necrosis factor; PSV, Pyostomatitis vegetans.
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related to UC. Schmidt et al. found that, compared with healthy

control subjects, patients with IBD showed higher concentration

of activated matrix-metalloproteinase 8 (MMP-8) in the gingival

crevicular fluid, which has been confirmed as one of the key

proteases released by inflammatory cells involved in the

progression of periodontitis (64). Figueredo et al. observed

that the total level of IL-4, a cytokine related to generalised

aggressive periodontitis (89), was significantly reduced in the

gingival crevicular fluid obtained from superficial sites of

patients with UC (90). Meanwhile, the study also showed

markedly enhanced serum IL-18 levels in the UC group,

which was positively correlated with increased IL-1b in the

gingival crevicular fluid of these patients. The latter served as a

contributor in the pathogenesis of periodontal disease, thus

accounting for the occurrence of periodontitis in patients with

UC (90). Another study similarly demonstrated an increase of

IL-1b in the gingival crevicular fluid of patients with UC (91). In

addition, Enver et al. found that TNF-a levels were significantly

higher in the saliva of patients with UC diagnosed with

periodontitis, along with a reduction of IL-10 levels (91).

Meanwhile, oral diseases might also promote UC

development in an immune-dependent manner. One study

indicated that bacteria contributing to periodontitis might

stimulate the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines by

oral epithelial cells, namely IL-6, IL-8, and TNF-a, thus

resulting in the progression of UC (92).

Conversely, UC is a possible immune trigger of oral

manifestations. As speculated by Brakenhoff et al., the ability

of IBD to induce extra-intestinal inflammatory response is

partially due to the recognition of common epitopes

throughout the body. Specifically, the extraintestinal

manifestations of IBD may be a broad adaptive immune

response caused by local intestinal dysbiosis, leading to

recognition of these epitopes in gingiva and other oral sites,

causing periodontitis (93, 94). Additionally, studies have shown

that immune responses to colonic bacteria dysregulation in

patients with IBD may trigger T cell-mediated responses and

cytokine production, thus inducing PSV (95). Ficarra et al. found

that T cells would transfer to the oral mucosa under the

influence of antigenic stimulation. Thereafter, the CD8+T

lymphocytes, as well as the infiltrating macrophages and

neutrophils, might induce the epithelial damage and ulceration

which are prevalent in PSV (96). They also demonstrated the

overexpression of IL-6, IL-8, and TNF-a in PSV, suggesting that

these pro-inflammatory cytokines, which lead to the recruitment

of inflammatory cells to UC lesions, may synergistically

contribute to the proinflammatory pathogenesis of PSV (96).

Therefore, these studies suggest that immune system

dysregulation may be an important link bridging PSV and UC.

Therefore, these studies suggest that immune system

dysregulation may be an important link bridging not only

PSV, but also other oral manifestations, and UC.
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Malnutrition
Approximately 23% of outpatients and 85% of hospitalised

patients with UC develop malnutrition (97). Malnutrition with

undernutrition is common in patients with UC due to

insufficient intake, malabsorption in the diseased intestine,

decreased absorptive function after intestinal resection,

increased energy consumption caused by inflammation, and

changes in digestion and absorption due to medication intake

(98). Patients with UC might develop anaemia due to

deficiencies of iron, folic acid, and vitamin B12 from a lack of

nutrition (98–100). Sun et al. found that deficiencies in

haemoglobin, iron, and vitamin B12 were significantly

correlated with AG (101). Wu et al. showed that the incidence

of oral features, including lingual varicosity, AG, dry mouth, and

burning sensation of the oral mucosa, was considerably higher in

patients with iron-deficiency anaemia than in those without

(102). Lin et al. showed that patients with BMS have a

significantly higher incidence of haemoglobin, iron, or vitamin

B12 deficiency (103). Nutritional deficiencies, including

deficiencies of iron and B vitamins, impede wound healing

and account for 25% of all AC cases (104). Hence, patients

with UC are at an increased risk of micronutrient deficiencies,

including calcium, iron, vitamin A, vitamin B12, vitamin D, folic

acid, magnesium, and zinc (1). Therefore, patients with UC may

develop RAU, AG, BMS, AC, dry mouth, taste change, and

halitosis due to nutritional deficiencies.
Treatment strategies for UC-related
oral discomfort

The purpose of treating oral lesions in UC is to relieve pain,

expedite the concrescence of lesions, and prevent secondary

infections (37). In most patients with oral lesions associated with

UC, initial control of intestinal diseases is critical for the

treatment of oral signs (20). Topical and systemic medications

combined with dietary instructions may also be used. In brief,

the preferred treatment involves the application of systemic

corticosteroids, which are often helpful in relieving the oral

manifestations of patients with UC. Immunosuppressive and

biological agents have also been suggested (105).

Treatment for PSV includes topical use of antiseptic

mouthwashes, such as chlorhexidine, and corticosteroids, such

as betamethasone mouthwash or triamcinolone acetonide paste.

Systemic steroid therapy may also be used to control lesions

because of the limited efficacy of topical steroid therapy (21, 22).

One case study demonstrated that for PSV lesions in patients

with UC, despite the ineffectiveness of topical clobetasol

propionic ointment and betamethasone gargle, the

administration of dapsone (75 mg/day) successfully controlled

PSV in 1 week, and all eruptions disappeared after 4 weeks (106).

However, Bardasi et al. reported that oral beclomethasone was
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capable of gradually relieving PSV lesions (107). Interestingly,

one case study indicated that although partial improvement of

PSV lesions was achieved after total colectomy, new lesions

appeared 1 month postoperatively. The patient’s lesion was

topically treated with tacrolimus ointment, which resulted in

significant improvement of PSV (39). In contrast, Kitayama et al.

showed that after subtotal colectomy for UC, the prescribed

medicine to control intestinal symptoms could alleviate the PSV

lesion simultaneously. The patient was treated with oral

mesalazine, with no recurrence of mucocutaneous or intestinal

lesions at follow-up (108).

For UC-related RAU, intestinal symptoms should be initially

controlled, and the treatment modality for RAU depends on the

frequency and severity of oral ulcers. Given the painful

presentation and inflammatory nature of RAU, it responds

well to the application of topical or systemic anti-

inflammatory agents, especially corticosteroids (23). Topical

steroids are the first-line treatment for RAU, whereas topical

anaesthetics, antiseptic mouthwash, or nonsteroidal anti-

inflammatory pastes can also be utilised (109). Pereira et al.

reported that in one case of UC with RAU, the RAU was initially

treated with 0.05% dexamethasone mouthwash for 3 months,

with the symptoms being completely resolved. Then, the patient

was instructed to use 0.05% dexamethasone mouthwash

whenever RAU recurred (110).

Laser therapy may also help improve pain control and

promote the healing of recalcitrant RAU lesions (24).

Aggarwal found that after application of low-level laser

therapy for RAU, the patient’s pain score decreased

immediately and remained stable for 3 follow-up days

(p<0.001 for all time periods). Additionally, the size of the

lesions after low-level laser therapy decreased significantly

(p<0.05) (111).

AG, BMS, and AC are usually caused by anaemia and

malnutrition, and iron, folic acid, and vitamin B12

supplements are required in patients with specific deficiencies

(98–100). For the management of AG, vitamin and iron

supplements may be effective (25). Vitamin supplements,

topical steroids (1% hydrocortisone), 5-aminosalicylic acid (5-

ASA) mouthwashes, and intralesional steroids may be used to

treat AC (27). The primary goal of BMS therapy is to eliminate

painful burning disorders. Current treatments for BMS include

anticonvulsants, antidepressants, phytomedicines, food

supplements, lower-level laser therapy, saliva substitutes,

transcranial magnetic stimulation, oral appliances, and

cognitive behavioural therapy (26). Taste change may be

triggered by iron, zinc, or vitamin deficiency due to rectal

bleeding and intestinal malabsorption associated with IBD or

by drug therapy (28), which should be supplemented with

deficient nutrients or adjusted IBD medication. Tongue

brushing and application of topical mouthwash, such as 0.2%

chlorhexidine, are effective in treating halitosis (29).
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With regard to the UC patient with concurrent periodontitis,

routine dental treatment including supragingival scaling and

root planning combined with drug therapy such as antibiotics

and periodontal surgery are suggested as first-line therapies (30).

Further, although no direct evidence exists in terms of the

relationship between the UC treatment and periodontal

disease’s outcome, several findings might serve as auxiliary

proof. One study indicated that patients with UC but

undiagnosed periodontitis showed improvement in salivary

immunoglobulin A and myeloperoxidase after the treatment

against UC, suggesting that UC therapy may improve the oral

host defense, which is crucial to controlling periodontitis due to

its microbial aetiology (112). Another study demonstrated that

the treatment of IBD with anti-TNF-a biologic agents increased

the probability of periodontal healing (113).

Furthermore, for UC patients with highly resistant or

intractable oral lesions that seriously affect oral feeding and

quality of life, colectomy may be the ultimate solution (45). A

recent study demonstrated that one patient with UC achieved

complete remission of PSV immediately after total colectomy

due to a final diagnosis of colon adenocarcinoma (114).
Conclusions

Oral manifestations of UC include specific lesions, such as

PSV, and nonspecific lesions, namely RAU, AG, BMS, AC, dry

mouth, taste change, halitosis, and periodontitis. The

pathogenesis of oral manifestations in UC may be related to

dysbiosis, immune system dysregulation, and malnutrition.

Management of intestinal diseases is the foremost step in the

treatment of oral lesions in patients with UC. Topical and

systemic medications, including systemic corticosteroids,

immunosuppressive agents, and biological agents, combined

with dietary instructions can also be used to treat oral signs.

Oral manifestations of UC may be the most intuitive

evidence of an underlying systemic disease. Oral lesions may

accompany or precede the diagnosis of UC. When oral

manifestations are accompanied by abdominal pain, diarrhoea,

rectal bleeding, and other intestinal symptoms, stomatologists

should cooperate with gastroenterologists to actively

investigate the possibility of UC. The presence of oral

manifestations, such as PSV, might be a crucial indicator of

UC, even in the absence of intestinal symptoms, thereby

enabling treatment of the disease at an early stage to prevent

more severe consequences, such as colon cancer. However, the

incidence of nonspecific oral lesions in patients with UC along

with its association with disease activity remains largely

uncharacterised. Moreover, the exact pathologic mechanism of

the oral manifestations associated with UC has yet to be

thoroughly characterised. Further studies are required to fill

these gaps.
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